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Abstract: At present, the functionally gradient cemented carbide (FGCC) sub-
strate with enrich cobalt on surface is mainly formed from medium grained WC
grains. In order to further improve the properties of gradient cemented carbides, the
ultrafine powder was chosen in this study and the functionally gradient cemented
carbide with ultrafine grains was prepared by a two-step process, where the ce-
mented carbide is first lower pressure pre-sintered and then subjected to a gradient
sintering. The results show that it is possible to form gradient layer with enriched
cobalt on surface by this method and also the grain growth can be inhibited by low
pressure pre-sintering. Ultrafine grain gradient cemented carbide was fabricated
after the gradient sintering, the thickness of gradient layer was about 43µm and
the average grain size of WC is about 0.42µm. The formational mechanism of the
functionally gradient cemented carbide with ultrafine grains are discussed through
analyzing the influence of ultrafine microstructure, which was obtain by lower pres-
sure pre-sintering, on atomic diffusion and grain growth during gradient sintering
process.

Keywords: ultrafine grains, functionally gradient cemented carbide, sintering,
grain size.

1 Introduction

Functionally gradient cemented carbide with the surface enriched in ductile binder
is usually used as the substrate of coated tool. The surface gradient layer with
higher toughness can prevent crack propagation from the coating into the substrate,
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which may extend the service lifetime of coated tool [Andrén (2011); Walter et al.
(2002)]. Suzuki et al [Suzuki et al. (1981)] found that an enriched binder gradient
layer at the surface of nitrogen-containing cemented carbides could be formed by
sintered in a denitriding atmosphere. Nowadays, functionally gradient cemented
carbide is mainly prepared by a two-step sintering, in which the cemented carbide
is first pre-sintered in vacuum furnace with negative pressure N2 gas and then sub-
jected to a gradient sintered in a nitrogen free atmosphere [Ekroth et al. (2000)].
However, the functionally gradient cemented carbide prepared by this method usu-
ally has larger WC grain, which will reduce to a certain extent the service lifetime
of the coated tools with th is kind of substrate.

According to the Hall-Petch formula, the smaller the grain is the higher proper-
ties the alloy has. Cemented carbide with ultrafine grain is the major development
trend in the future for its excellent mechanical properties [McCandlish et al. (1993);
Zhang et al. (2003); Milman et al. (1999)]. The key point of preparing the ultrafine
grain cemented carbide is to control the grain growth in sintering process. Now
the grain growth can be inhibited to a certain extent by using the sintering tech-
nologies that can accelerate the heating rate, shorten the holding time and decrease
the sintering temperature, such as hot pressing sintering [Azcona et al. (2002)],
microwave sintering [Breval et al. (2005); Agrawal et al. (2000)], spark plasma
sintering (SPS)[Jia et al. (2005); Cha et al. (2003); Sivaprahasam et al. (2007)]
and hot isostatic pressing sintering (HIP sintering)[ Azonna et al. (2002)]. Evolved
form HIP sintering, low pressure sintering technology only introduces no more than
20MPa inert gas during liquid phase sintering. Low pressure sintering is better to
control the grains growth and is not limited by the size of product, so it can reduce
the production cost and widely used in practical production.

If the ultrafine crystalline gradient cemented carbide with the surface enriched in
binder could be prepared, the service lifetime of coating tool with such substrate
might be further prolonged. Ultrafine WC power used to prepare ultrafine crys-
talline cemented carbide has higher surface energy, so WC grains easily grow in
the process of pre-sintering. Therefore, the pre-sintering method which could con-
trol grain growth is very important for fabricating the ultrafine crystalline gradient
cemented carbide. Thus vacuum pre-sintering and low pressure pre-sintering were
used in this paper to prepare ultrafine cemented carbide and the effects of these two
pre-sintering technologies on the microstructures of cemented carbide were stud-
ied. And then ultrafine crystal gradient cemented carbide with surface enriched
in binder were prepared by gradient sintering and the effects of microstructures
obtained by two pre-sintering methods on the gradient layer formation and grain
growth of ultrafine crystalline gradient cemented carbide were investigated.
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2 Experimental

The cemented carbide used in this paper was based on a mixture of WC, (Ti,W)C,
Ti(C,N) powders and metallic Co powder. A small amount of VC and Cr3C2 was
used as grain inhibitors. Powder mixture and particle sizes for the cemented carbide
are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Powder mixture and particle sizes for the cemented carbide.

WC Co Ti(C,N) (W,Ti)C VC Cr3C2

Content (wt%) 77 12 4 6 0.35 0.65
Fsss (µm) 0.4 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0

The sintering was divided into two steps: pre-sintering and gradient sintering.
Two kinds of pre-sintering methods (Vacuum pre-sintering and low pressure pre-
sintering) were used. In the process of the vacuum pre-sintering, N2 gas about
50KPa was introduced when the raising temperature reached 1350◦C. Then the
specimens were heated up to 1390◦C and held for 15 min before furnace cooling to
room temperature. In the process of the low pressure pre-sintering, Ar2 gas about 9
MPa was introduced when the raising temperature reached 1350◦C. Then the spec-
imens were heated up to 1410◦C and held for 30 min before furnace cooling to
room temperature. The two kinds of pre-sintered specimens were then underwent
gradient sintering, in which the specimens were heated up to 1430◦C and then kept
for 1h in a nitrogen free atmosphere before furnace cooling to room temperature.

The sintered specimens were cut perpendicular to the original surface so as to make
a cross section visible, embedded in resin and polished according to standard met-
allographic sample preparation method. The thickness of the gradient layer was
measured by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). A field-emission scanning elec-
tron microscopy (FESEM) was used to observe the morphology of the prepared
cemented carbide bulks. The measurement of WC mean grains size was carried out
by use of the Win ROOF software. Average grain size of WC in different shapes
and areas was measured according to equivalent diameter method from the FESEM
images. These measurements were made on about 600 grains randomly selected for
each specimen.
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 Pre-sintering

Figure 1 shows the microstructure of cemented carbide sintered with different pre-
sintering ways. The microstructures under all the experimental conditions are com-
posed of WC phase (bright areas), Co rich binder phase (dark areas) and cubic
(Ti,W)C or Ti(C,N) phases (grey areas). There is no obvious gradient layer formed
after these two kinds of pre-sintering ways. The grains size of WC is not uniform
and a lot of coarse WC grains with rectangular or triangular shape appear in the al-
loy sintered by vacuum pre-sintering. Some of the cubic phases formed a complex
core-rim structure, as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, after low pressure sintering,
the grains size of WC is small, only a little of abnormal WC grains appear and the
grains of cubic phase is also small, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

Figure 1: The microstructure of carbide cemented after (a) vacuum pre-sintering
and (b) low pressure pre-sintering.

In order to analyze the influence of pre-sintering ways on the grain growth of ce-
mented carbide, the graphical analysis software were used to measure the WC grain
size. Figure 2 shows the WC grain size distribution of the specimens prepared by
vacuum pre-sintering and low pressure pre-sintering. After vacuum pre-sintering,
the WC grains have a size distribution mainly in a range of 0.6-1.2µm. Moreover,
a lot of coarse WC grains exist and the largest WC grains can be up to 3µm. The
average WC grain is about 0.91µm. Compared with the raw material size of WC
powder, the WC grain has high growth rate during vacuum pre-sintering. In the
specimen prepared by low pressure pre-sintering, more than 90% fraction of the
WC grains distribute statistically in a range of 0.3-0.5µm. Only a little of abnor-
mal WC grains which are more than 0.6µm appear and the average grain size of
WC grains are about 0.35µm. The low pressure pre-sintered specimen has a finer
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grain than the specimen prepared by vacuum pre-sintering.

Figure 2: The WC grain size distributions of specimens prepared by (a) vacuum
pre-sintering and (b) low pressure pre-sintering.

3.2 Gradient sintering

Figure 3 shows the microstructures of the alloy prepared by gradient sintering in
a nitrogen-free atmosphere after two different pre-sintering ways. Gradient layer
on the surface zone free from cubic carbides was formed after gradient sintering.
The microstructure in the surface is different form that of interior. There are no
cubic carbides phases in the surface, where only the WC phase and binder phase
appear. In the process of the gradient sintering, the specimens were sintered in
an N-free atmosphere, leading to an outward diffusion of N. The gradient in N-
activity created by diffusion will lead to an inward diffusion of Ti. In this way
a surface zone free of the hard carbonitride phase, and enriched in Co and WC,
is created[Schwarzkopf et al. (1988); Gustafson et al. (1994); Frykholm et al.
(2013)].

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the same gradient sintering process forms different
thickness of gradient layer for the different pre-sintering methods. The thickness of
gradient layer in the alloy prepared by low pressure pre-sintering is 43µm, which
is 26.4% thicker than the thickness (34µm) in the alloy prepared by the vacuum
pre-sintered. Thickness variation is related to the microstructure of alloy prepared
by pre-sintering. After vacuum pre-sintering, the WC grains become coarse and
the distribution of binder is uneven. Ti and N atoms need to bypass the coarse WC
grains, which increase the diffusion distance during gradient sintering. However,
the WC grains of alloy prepared by low pressure pre-sintering are very small and the
amount of binder is more in unit area, which may shorten the diffusion distance and
increase the diffusion paths for the diffusion of Ti and N during gradient sintering.
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Figure 3: Microstructure at the surface of cemented carbide prepared by gradient
sintering after (a) vacuum pre-sintering and (b) low pressure pre-sintering.

Figure 4 shows the inside microstructure of alloy prepared by gradient sintering
after different pre-sintering. The morphology of WC grain in the alloy prepared by
vacuum pre-sintering is manly rectangular after gradient sintering. There is a great
difference in the WC grain size and some large WC grains grow closely together.
The cubic phase is also coarse and coarse cubic phases appear from grey at edge
to dark at center gradually for the different content of nitrogen [Frykholm et al.
(2001)], as shown in Fig. 4(a). There are a little of rectangle plate WC grains in
the alloy prepared by gradient sintering after low pressure pre-sintering and most
of WC grains are relatively small.

In order to determine the WC grain growth during gradient sintering, the WC grain
size distribution of alloy prepared by gradient sintering after different pre-sintering
ways were measured, as shown in Fig. 5. In the specimen underwent vacuum
pre-sintering, more than 90% of WC grains have sizes in a range of 0.6-1.8µm,
about 5% of grains are more than 2µm and the largest WC grains reach to 4.5µm.
The average WC grain size (1.03µm) after gradient sintering increase by 0.12µm
than that before gradient sintering, which means that the WC grains grow up about
13% during gradient sintering. While, the distribution of WC grain size of alloy
underwent low pressure pre-sintering is concentrated. More than 95% of the WC
grains have sizes in a range of 0.3-0.6µm and the largest WC grain only reaches
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Figure 4: The inside microstructure of carbide cemented prepared by gradient sin-
tering after (a) vacuum pre-sintering and (b) low pressure pre-sintering.

Figure 5: Distribution of WC grain size in the alloys prepared by gradient sintering
after (a) vacuum pre-sintering and (b) low pressure pre-sintering.

to 0.8µm. The average WC grain size is 0.42µm, which has increased by 0.08µm
than that before gradient sintering.

The WC grains of alloy prepared by different pre-sintering ways have different
growth rate during gradient sintering. According to Ostwald ripening theory [Voorhess
(1985)], for the great difference in the WC grain size of alloy underwent vacuum
pre-sintering, the larger WC grains can easily swallow the smaller grains during the
gradient sintering process. While, the alloy underwent low pressure pre-sintering
has homogeneous grain size distribution and the WC grains have slow growth rate
during gradient sintering. Therefore, Low pressure pre-sintering can suppress the
WC grain growth and obtain ultrafine grain cemented carbide and then the ultrafine
grain gradient cemented carbide with surface enriched in binder can be obtained by
the following gradient sintering.
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4 Conclusions

A two-step process, low pressure pre-sintering and gradient sintering, was tried out
for the preparation of functionally gradient cemented carbide with ultrafine grains,
and the effect of microstructures obtained by low pressure pre-sintering or vacuum
pre-sintering on the gradient structure formation and grain growth was studied. Ce-
mented carbide with ultrafine grains can be prepared by low pressure pre-sintering
and the average WC grain size is about 0.34µm. The microstructure with fine
WC grains and the uniform distribution of binder phase can form thicker gradient
layer during gradient sintering for its being benefit to diffusion of N and Ti atoms.
Moreover, in the microstructure with homogeneous WC grain size distribution, the
WC grains have slow growth rate during gradient sintering. Finally, ultrafine grain
gradient cemented carbide with the thickness of gradient layer of 43µm and the
average WC grain size of 0.42µm is fabricated by the two-step process.
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